Cloud Research

You have chosen one type of cloud to research out of the ten that we have read about. You are to make a power point presentation to share the information on your type of cloud. Your presentation needs to be at least 5 slides long. You must include:

* Physical description of cloud type
* Elevation typical for cloud type
* Definition of name parts including prefix
* Type of weather associated with cloud type
* Common means of cloud formation
* Physical state and size of water particles in cloud
* At least three pictures of typical clouds of that type.

This assignment is worth 50 points total:

- 5 for each slide (neatness, readability, and information) 25 total
- 2 for each of the above factual requirements 12 total
- 3 for each picture 9 total
- 4 for overall presentation 4 total

This project is due Thursday March 25th.